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This book is an attempt to create awareness about true nature of a number of important Yogas
mentioned in Vedic astrology. These Yogas include benefic Yogas like Hamsa Yoga, Malavya
Yoga, Ruchaka Yoga and Vipreet Rajyoga; and they include malefic Yogas like Guru Chandal
Yoga, Grahan Yoga and Angarak Yoga. This edition features comprehensive details about
various yogas. The focus here is going deeper and deeper. In case of each one of these Yogas,
its prevalent definition is given first. The scientific as well as logical probabilities of that definition
holding well or not are discussed after that. Then the additional conditions required for proper
formation of the Yoga are considered. Finally, other important factors which may affect the good
or bad results given by that particular Yoga are discussed. These factors include placements of
various planets in various houses, signs, nakshatras and navamshas; influences of other benefic
and malefic planets; and the impact of planetary periods. This way, a logical, balanced and
comprehensive approach has been implemented in case of each one of these Yogas.

About the AuthorCarol Schaefer is a writer, editor, journalist, and photographer who has
appeared on Good Morning America, CNN, and MSNBC. She is the author of The Other
Mother, and she lives in New York City. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From Publishers WeeklyIn October, 2004, 13 grandmothers from around the world came
together in a historic gathering, fulfilling an "ancient prophecy, known by many of the world's
indigenous tribes: 'When the Grandmothers from the four directions speak, a new time is
coming." This somewhat mystifying book documents that gathering, which also included such
celebrities as novelist Alice Walker, feminist Gloria Steinem, former U.S. senator Carol Moseley
Braun, and Cherokee Chief Wilma Mankiller, who are here called "women elders," not
"grandmothers," despite their equally strong voice in the proceedings. The first half of the book
consists of biographies of the "grandmothers" and "women elders," followed by "guidance for
our perilous times," with sections on "prophecies," "women's wisdom," "our mother earth,"
"oppression," "nature's pharmacy," and "prayer." The advice is mostly valid, sometimes extreme,
and generally predictable: "the imbalance of male and female energies could cause the
destruction of ...the Earth;" "the human race and all of nature is really one great family" that
needs to live in peace together. Readers interested in indigenous female viewpoints may be
intrigued, but Schafer's writing style is so awkwardly journalistic that she makes even brilliant
communicators like Steinem and Walker sound inarticulate.Copyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Review"Intriguing and meaningful . . . Grandmothers Counsel the World is
an uplifting read that should be displayed prominently and hand-sold to those who wish for world
healing."—New Age Retailer"Resonates with warmth and compassion . . . it will press you to see



the world through the eyes of indigenous wisdom."—Feminist Review“Grandmother Spider is
said to have the power to weave up the broken web of connection which sustains the world. This
book was surely written in her spirit. Grandmothers Counsel the World is a fascinating collection
of Grandmother stories and Grandmother wisdom told as if the future matters.”—Rachel Naomi
Remen, M.D., author of Kitchen Table Wisdom and My Grandfather’s Blessings“Prophecy
foretold the gathering of the Indigenous Grandmothers long before these thirteen wise women-
elders from the North, Central and South America, Africa, Tibet and Nepal, and the Artic Circle
were brought together. Who they are and what they have to say at this critical time in human and
planetary history is fascinating. We can hope that they may be harbingers of a major spiritual
shift toward peace, prophesized to occur in 2012 with women taking the lead, and circles of
people bringing visible and invisible worlds together.”—Jean Shinoda Bolen, M.D., author of
Goddesses in Everywoman and Urgent Message from Mother: Gather the Women, Save the
World“Wise women from around the globe stand strong together on behalf of all of life. Their
stories are amazing, their message to us is strong and inspirational. They are marvelous role
models of how we can gather our energies together to make the necessary changes needed to
return to a life of balance and harmony. I felt truly blessed to read this book.”—Sandra Ingerman,
author of Soul Retrieval and Medicine for the Earth --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Notion PressNo.8, 3rd Cross StreetCIT Colony, MylaporeChennai, Tamil Nadu – 600004First
Published by Notion Press 2020Copyright © Himanshu Shangari 2020All Rights Reserved.This
book has been published with all efforts taken to make the material error-free after the consent
of the author. However, the author and the publisher do not assume and hereby disclaim any
liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption caused by errors or omissions, whether
such errors or omissions result from negligence, accident, or any other cause.The Author of this
book is solely responsible and liable for its content including but not limited to the views,
representations, descriptions, statements, information,opinions and references [“Content”]. The
Content of this book shall not constitute or be construed or deemed to reflect the opinion or
expression of the Publisher or Editor. Neither the Publisher nor Editor endorse or approve the
Content of this book or guarantee the reliability, accuracy or completeness of the Content
published herein and do not make any representations or warranties of any kind, express or
implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose. The Publisher and Editor shall not be liable whatsoever for any errors,
omissions, whether such errors or omissions result from negligence, accident, or any other
cause or claims for loss or damages of any kind, including without limitation, indirect or
consequential loss or damage arising out of use, inability to use, or about the reliability, accuracy
or sufficiency of the information contained in this book.Om Namah ShivaayThis book has
become possible with the Grace of Lord Shiva and each valuable word in it is only due to his
Blessings. This Book is dedicated to the advancement of study of Vedic Astrology.Om Namah
ShivaayContentsThey Come FirstPrelude1. Hamsa Yoga2. Malavya Yoga3. Ruchaka Yoga4.
Bhadra Yoga5. Shasha Yoga6. Vipreet Rajyoga7. Neechbhang Rajyoga8. Budhaditya Yoga9. Gaj 
Kesari Yoga10. Chandra Mangal Yoga11. Guru Chandal Yoga12. Grahan Yoga13. Angarak
YogaThey Come FirstAfter bowing to Lord Shiva, let me take this moment to bow to the person
who has been a very strong and supportive influence in my life. She is my respected and
adorable mother, Smt. Jeewan Lata. So much can be said about her contribution to my life, that
a whole book can be written about it. However, I will simply say that even an ocean of words
can’t describe her true contribution to my life.After that, I bow to my dear and respected father Lt.
Sh. Bodh Raj Shangari. Though he left us when I was nine only, the mere fact that he along with
my mother brought me to this world, makes me indebted to him for this life as well as for the lives
to come. God bless your soul father, wherever you are! Though you are physically not with me,
you are always there with me and in me, through all the sweet memories of my childhood, and
you will always be.PreludeVedic astrology is a very old and comprehensive faith of astrology.
Though some other similar faiths are like streams or rivers, Vedic astrology is an ocean which
can provide resources to many of these faiths. I have studied and researched many such faiths
like Numerology and Vastu but none of them holds their ground without the support of Vedic
astrology. It is the faith which is the backbone of many such faiths. This is what inspired me to



make a carrier choice with the ocean itself. After years and years of this voyage; I can happily
say that I made the right choice.The fact that Vedic astrology is among the oldest faiths of its
kind, also makes it vulnerable to many types of corruptions and adulterations from time to time.
Some of these adulterations may be the results of misinterpretations of various concepts of
Vedic astrology from time to time. Some others may be there because some scholars may have
twisted some definitions, for selfish motives. Due to such adulterations, corruptions and
misinterpretations, Vedic astrology may not look as capable and accurate to a number of people,
as it actually is.With the grace of Lord Shiva, I have spent years in researching various concepts
of Vedic astrology. It has been a constant effort to find out where and how much, such concepts
may have been misinterpreted; and what could be the correct interpretations of these concepts.
Though in their misinterpreted forms, most such concepts don’t hold ground in real practice of
astrology, almost all of them hold solid ground in their modified forms. This effort has taken many
years of research and analysis of thousands of horoscopes. The results however, have been
very rewarding.This book is an effort to create awareness among the lovers of Vedic astrology
that this faith is still as capable as it was when it was born. Various misinterpretations from time
to time may have caused confusions related to many important concepts of this faith. Through
this book, an attempt has been made to create awareness about a number of important Yogas
mentioned in Vedic astrology.These yogas include benefic yogas like Hamsa Yoga, Malavya
Yoga, Ruchaka Yoga and Vipreet Rajyoga; and they include malefic yogas like Guru Chandal
Yoga, Grahan Yoga and Angarak Yoga.In case of each one of these Yogas, its prevalent
definition is given first. Then the additional conditions required for proper formation of the Yoga
are considered. Finally, other important factors which may affect the good or bad results given by
that particular Yoga are discussed.These factors include placements of planets forming such
yogas in various houses, signs, nakshatras and navamshas. They also include influences of
benefic and malefic planets on these yogas; the overall theme of horoscope and Mahadashas
(planetary periods). This way; logical, balanced and comprehensive approach has been
implemented in case of each one of these Yogas.Lord Shiva Bless YouHimanshu
ShangariHamsa YogaHamsa Yoga is formed by Jupiter and it is considered as one of the five
most auspicious yogas in Vedic astrology. These yogas are known as Panch MahaPurusha
Yogas where the other four yogas are called Malavya Yoga, Ruchaka Yoga, Bhadra Yoga and
Shasha Yoga.According to the prevalent definition of Hamsa Yoga, if Jupiter is placed in the 1st,
4th, 7th or 10th house of a horoscope in Cancer, Sagittarius or Pisces; Hamsa Yoga is formed in
that horoscope. It may bless the native with wisdom, generosity, prosperity, authority, success,
respect, luck, progress in fields like spiritualism and religion; wealth and many other things.
Hamsa Yoga may also bless the native with divine or supernatural powers or with such
inspiration.Some natives under strong influence of Hamsa Yoga may become famous in fields
like religion or spiritualism and some of these natives may achieve posts of authority in spiritual
or religious organizations. When their overall horoscopes are supportive; they may start new
religious or spiritual missions or faiths. They are also likely to be followed by a large number of



devotees. Strong Hamsa Yoga in a horoscope may also bless the native with very good
materialistic growth. Therefore, some natives under strong influence of Hamsa Yoga may
witness fortunes and wealth through businesses, creative practices, fields like astrology and
many other fields.Such natives may lead luxurious and comfortable lives; and these natives are
also likely to be inclined towards religious, spiritual and charitable deeds. These natives
generally believe in doing something constructive for the people around them, for the weaker
sections of society and for the society and humanity on the whole. Due to these qualities
possessed by them, natives under strong influence of Hamsa Yoga are respected, loved and
followed by people around them as well as by many members of society.It is evident that all
these qualities and achievements are found rarely and they are not found in a large number of
people. Therefore, formation of Hamsa Yoga should also be a rare phenomenon and it should
not be something that occurs in high percentages. This is because horoscopes only reflect our
personalities and our destinies based on those personalities. Hence if a native is very good, that
goodness is shown in his horoscope also. It means that if the number of special people like the
ones produced by Hamsa Yoga is not high, the percentage of horoscopes featuring strong
Hamsa Yoga should also not be high.Let’s analyze the prevalent definition of Hamsa Yoga.
There are 12 houses and 12 signs in a horoscope. A planet may be placed in a particular house
in 12 different signs. It means a planet may be placed in 144 different combinations of houses
and signs in a horoscope. Looking at formation of Hamsa Yoga, Jupiter may form Hamsa Yoga
when placed in the first house in Cancer, Sagittarius or Pisces. Hence the number of
occurrences is 3. The same number of occurrences may be found in case of placements of
Jupiter in the 4th, 7th and 10th house. It makes a total of 12 occurrences of Hamsa Yoga out of
the total 144 placements of Jupiter in 12 different houses and in 12 different signs.Hence this
yoga should be present in every 12th horoscope on average. Accordingly, every 12th native
should be blessed with great qualities and luck rendered by this yoga. This is not seen in reality;
as such great qualities and achievements are not found this often. It means the prevalent
definition of Hamsa Yoga lacks something. Let’s try to find out which other conditions should be
met in a horoscope, for Hamsa Yoga to be formed effectively in such horoscope.Jupiter must be
a functional benefic in a horoscope, in order for such horoscope to feature Hamsa Yoga. Malefic
Jupiter placed in any of these four houses in Cancer, Sagittarius or Pisces may not form Hamsa
Yoga and it may form some defect in the horoscope. Such defect may trouble the native with
various types of problems; depending on his overall horoscope. Malefic planets can’t bless
people with benefic results in the long run, though they may sometimes give some temporary
gains to some natives, if their overall horoscopes are supportive for such gains.Looking at the
refined definition of this yoga, if benefic Jupiter is placed in the 1st, 4th, 7th or 10th house of a
horoscope in Cancer, Sagittarius or Pisces, Hamsa Yoga is formed in such horoscope. This yoga
may bless the native with name, fame, success, authority, wealth, wisdom, kindness, spiritual
growth, divine knowledge, philosophy, humanitarian interests and other good results, depending
on his overall horoscope.Once the formation of Hamsa Yoga is confirmed in a horoscope, the



next thing to check is its strength. Strength of this yoga is checked through placements of Jupiter
in various houses, signs, nakshatras and navamshas; as well as through influences of positive
and negative planets on Jupiter in a horoscope.Looking at the houses and signs; formation of
Hamsa Yoga in the tenth house in Sagittarius may bless the natives with success through
government services, politics, creative fields, businesses and many other fields; depending on
their overall horoscopes. Hence such natives may become administrative officers, revenue
officers, police officers or other types of officers in government; politicians, ministers, actors,
singers, writers, musicians, sportsmen, dancers, movie directors, producers, astrologers,
spiritual gurus, religious heads and many other types of professionals.Looking at nakshatras, if
benefic Jupiter forms Hamsa Yoga in the tenth house of a horoscope in Sagittarius in Moola, the
native may achieve success as a police officer, army officer, naval officer, air force officer,
revenue officer, foreign services officer, doctor, scientist, actor, singer, writer, sportsman,
astrologer, spiritual guru, religious guru, tantric, psychic and some other types of professional;
depending on his overall horoscope.It may seem difficult to believe that a yoga formed by a
planet like benefic Jupiter may bless the native with success in spheres which directly engage in
one type of violence or another; since Jupiter is considered as a peace loving or spiritual planet.
Moola comes loaded with qualities like intensity, aggression, violence, destruction, deep insight
and other likewise qualities. Addition of these qualities to Hamsa Yoga makes modifications to
the working of this yoga. Accordingly, the native may engage in acts of war and violence when
this yoga is formed in Moola. Since Jupiter also rules religious and moral values of high order,
warriors or warheads produced by this formation of Hamsa Yoga may find it easy to fight wars
which they think are religiously or ethically right.It means if Hamsa Yoga is formed in the tenth
house in Moola in the horoscope of a religious guru, such guru may command his followers to
engage in religious or moral wars from time to time. Though much destruction may be done
during such wars; the destruction may be justified since it is being done in order to serve higher
purposes, according to the belief of such religious guru. Religious wars and religious crusades of
different types may be announced by such religious heads; who are likely to be under the impact
of this formation of Hamsa Yoga; and who may also have strong and empowered Mars in their
horoscopes; since no war may actually be fought without Mars. It should be noted that Moola is
a difficult to handle nakshatra, as it works like a double edged sword.Hence, if any malefic planet
is placed in this nakshatra; the results may be troublesome, very troublesome or disastrous;
depending on the overall horoscope. For example, placement of malefic Jupiter in Moola may
corrupt the religious or moral values of the native. As a result, such native may either kill a
number of people or get them killed if he holds a post of high authority; merely in order to prove
that his religion, belief or race is superior to some other religion, belief or race.When having
great power or authority, such native may cause deaths of thousands or millions of people; who
don’t belong to his religion, belief or race; as he may think such people have no right to live.
However, when benefic Jupiter forms Hamsa Yoga in Moola, the native may have very good
sense of religious, moral and spiritual values. In such case, the native is not likely to wage wars



in order to prove that his religion, belief or race is superior; but he may do so in order to protect
his religion, belief or race. It is like the king or religious head with malefic Jupiter in Moola may
start such war to suppress or destroy another religion, belief or race.On the other hand, the king
or religious head with Hamsa Yoga in Moola may be the one who chooses to engage in war with
the former, in order to protect his religion, belief or race. Hence malefic Jupiter in Moola is
attacking with selfish motives whereas benefic Jupiter forming Hamsa Yoga in Moola is
engaging in war to counteract such attack, in order to protect what he believes in. This is why
Moola is a double edged sword and difficult to handle energy, since it may cause destruction on
mass scale, when it is joined by malefic planets.Another interesting example of Hamsa Yoga in
the tenth house in Moola is that of the natives who engage in the field of spiritualism; when
supported by their overall horoscopes. The energy of Moola may do its best job here since one
such native may utilize this destructive energy to destroy the enemies and demons lying within
him. Hence such Hamsa Yoga may prove very beneficial when it comes to achieve purification
through various techniques of meditation and yoga.However, if malefic Jupiter is placed in
Moola and the native engages in a spiritual field due to his overall horoscope; the results may
become troublesome. Such native may observe too many fasts, he may subject his body to
various types of punishments, hardships and tortures; and he may even destroy his body in an
extreme case.This is because such native may think that by doing so, he may achieve higher
powers or liberation. Once again, the line is very fine. The native with Hamsa Yoga in Moola may
almost always know what to destroy, how much to destroy and what not to destroy. However, the
native with malefic Jupiter in Moola may not know this difference and he may often end up
destroying, what he should not be.It is like if the native with Hamsa Yoga in Moola wants very hot
water and he heats it up; he may go up to 99 degrees and then stop as he understands that at
100 degrees, water may start evaporating. The one with malefic Jupiter in Moola may not know
this difference and he may end up having no water; as he may keep heating it; even beyond its
boiling point.When Jupiter forms Hamsa Yoga in the tenth house in Sagittarius in Poorvashada,
the native may achieve success as an actor, singer, writer, dancer, musician, fashion model,
sportsman, politician, astrologer, religious guru, producer, director, businessman dealing in
entertainment industry, sports industry, hospitality industry, luxury industry, information and
technology, tour and travel industry; and many other types of professional; depending on his
overall horoscope.Poorvashada adds qualities like hope, faith, optimism, entertainment,
luxuries, enjoyment, perseverance, goal orientation and the art of living in the moment; to
Hamsa Yoga. Unlike Moola, Poorvashada resembles much more with the prevalent notion of
Jupiter as most of these qualities are associated with Jupiter. Hence formation of Hamsa Yoga in
Poorvashada may bless the native with a wide variety of results associated with Jupiter;
depending on his overall horoscope. Religious gurus blessed by Hamsa Yoga in the tenth house
in Poorvashada may be the typical or ideal type of religious gurus in many aspects. It means
they may teach you the ways of faith, hope, optimism and many other things which are typically
related to religious preachers.Actors under strong influence of Hamsa Yoga in Poorvashada may



have general tendency to play adventurous, romantic, lively and optimistic type of characters,
instead of playing intense and sad ones. Hence such actors may be found showing the ways to
live happily; cheering everyone up and telling them not worry as all will be well. They may also do
other such acts which give you the impression that they are living life to the fullest.The phrase
‘bigger than or larger than’ goes well with the personalities of natives under strong influence of
this type of Hamsa Yoga. It means a cricket player blessed by such Hamsa Yoga may not merely
be a player or a very good player. He may be a great entertainer and he may exhibit such
amazing skills as well as such optimistic character that most people may simply find him bigger
than the game. As long as such native is playing and performing; anything and everything is
possible. It means he may take his team to victory in matches which may almost seem to be lost
at times; and he may do so with much ease, comfort and faith.This player may not merely win
such matches; he may do so with ease. It may often be obvious from his body language
throughout his innings that the matches were never lost; and he may always look in control. This
is what makes him bigger than the game as he may single-handedly take his team to victories
on a number of occasions when such victories may be much needed. On top of that, he may
make it look like it was never a big deal.It should be noted that it is not the extraordinary skills of
this native which may make him bigger than the game. It is his undivided faith and confidence
that as long as the game is on and as long as he is playing, there is no such thing as defeat. For
this reason, his teammates may get inspired by him, the crowds may love him like an angel of
hope; and the opposition may fear as well as respect him. Needless to say, the native with such
Hamsa Yoga may be the most valuable player in any game he plays. It means the crowds and
his teammates may know the victory is theirs as long as he is playing and the opposition may
know that they may not win unless they get this native out.Similarly, other types of players under
benefic influence of Hamsa Yoga in Poorvashada may also create this charisma of being bigger
than the games they play. It means the entire games may seem to be revolving around them;
with them being in the centers. The same holds good for natives who engage in other types of
professions with this type of Hamsa Yoga. Even in their real lives; people may often find them
bigger than life.It means they may possess such charisma, hope, faith and optimism that even
the saddest people may cheer up in their company. Difficult circumstances or miseries of life
may not shake these natives easily and they may simply keep moving with undivided faith that
they will win in the end; and they do in most cases. Hamsa Yoga gives some of its best
expressions in this nakshatra among all the signs and nakshatras, which can feature this
yoga.Due to these qualities, natives with this type of Hamsa Yoga may prove very good as
motivational speakers, religious gurus, advisors, astrologers and all other types of professionals
who need to influence other people in order to heal them or get them out of their problems. It
should be noted that the method of healing of such Hamsa Yoga is that of Jupiter which means
the way of faith and not that of logic which is ruled by Mercury.It means they may not provide
many logics to convince you that something is good for you or you should avoid doing certain
things. Their voices as well as their auras may be so much filled with positive energy that you



may easily believe whatever they say; since you may feel like they are speaking truth and truth
only. Such Hamsa Yoga operates through faith and faith goes far deeper than logic. It is not
about their words in most cases; it is about their personalities which create magic. Even their
presence may be sufficient to inspire people to do things, they may otherwise not be capable of
attempting.When Jupiter forms Hamsa Yoga in the tenth house in Sagittarius in Uttarashada, the
natives under its influence may achieve success as politicians, government officers, scientists,
doctors, teachers, preachers, consultants, astrologers, religious gurus, spiritual gurus, actors,
singers, musicians, writers, directors, producers and many other types of professionals.
Uttarashada adds qualities like war skills, strategy, planning, focus, perseverance,
understanding and patience to Hamsa Yoga. Hence natives under its influence may achieve
success through various spheres of life; which require use of these qualities. There is a visible
difference between the natives having Hamsa Yoga in Poorvashada and the natives having this
yoga in Uttarashada.Whereas the former type of natives may be light hearted and they may take
even acts like wars as games; the latter type of natives may be serious in their approach. For a
native with Hamsa Yoga in Uttarashada, job generally means job or a task means task and no
fun; whereas for a native with Hamsa Yoga in Poorvashada, almost everything can be taken as
fun. For this reason, a native with Hamsa Yoga in Uttarashada may be capable of producing
better results due to his more focused approach, though he may not be able to enjoy a lot along
the way. On the other hand, a native with Hamsa Yoga in Poorvashada may be somewhat less
focused; but he may enjoy more.Looking at navamshas, natives with Hamsa Yoga in the tenth
house in Moola in Aries navamsha may achieve success as doctors, scientists, government
officers, politicians, sportsmen, actors, writers, dancers, astrologers, spiritual gurus,
businessmen engaging in various fields and some other professionals.Natives with Hamsa Yoga
in the tenth house in Moola in Taurus navamsha may achieve success as politicians,
government officers, doctors, actors, singers, musicians, sportsmen, astrologers, spiritual gurus,
religious gurus, businessmen engaging in various professions and some other types of
professionals.Formation of Hamsa Yoga in the tenth house in Moola in Gemini navamsha may
help the natives succeed as scientists, engineers, IT professionals, writers, journalists, actors,
directors, professionals engaging in telecom, internet and TV media industry; politicians,
government officers, astrologers, religious gurus and many other types of professionals.Hamsa
Yoga in the tenth house in Moola in Cancer navamsha may help the natives succeed as doctors,
musicians, singers, actors, professionals engaging in hospitality industry, politicians,
government officers, spiritual gurus, astrologers, religious gurus, tantrics, psychics, sportsmen,
professionals dealing in entertainment industry and many other types of professionals.Natives
with Hamsa Yoga in the tenth house in Poorvashada in Leo navamsha may succeed as actors,
sportsmen, musicians, singers, dancers, politicians, government officers, religious gurus,
astrologers, doctors, IT professionals, professionals dealing in entertainment industry and many
other types of professionals.Natives with Hamsa Yoga in the tenth house in Poorvashada in
Virgo navamsha may achieve success as actors, dancers, singers, writers, directors, producers,



sportsmen, scientists, engineers, software developers, IT professionals, architects, designers,
media industry professionals, entertainment industry professionals, astrologers, politicians,
government officers, religious gurus, consultants and many other types of professionals.Hamsa
Yoga in the tenth house in Poorvashada in Libra navamsha may help the natives achieve
success as actors, singers, musicians, dancers, fashion models, designers, diplomats,
politicians, government officers, professionals dealing in matrimonial services, professionals
dealing in dating services, consultants, astrologers, religious gurus; professionals dealing in
glamour industry, entertainment industry, hospitality industry and many other types of
professionals.Hamsa Yoga in the tenth house in Poorvashada in Scorpio navamsha may help
the natives achieve success as doctors, scientists, astrologers, researchers, spiritual gurus, IT
professionals, explorers, psychics, tantrics, politicians, consultants, government officers, actors,
sportsmen, directors, dancers and many other types of professionals.Hamsa Yoga in the tenth
house in Uttarashada in Sagittarius navamsha may help the natives achieve success as
government officers, politicians, diplomats, religious gurus, astrologers, consultants, IT
professionals, owners of media houses, entertainment companies, production houses and other
types of companies; sportsmen, defence experts, defence officers, engineers, scientists and
many other types of professionals.Let’s look at influences of other planets on this yoga. Hamsa
Yoga formed due to presence of exalted Jupiter in the first house of a horoscope in Cancer along
with benefic Moon in the same house may bless the native with a post of high authority in
government through politics, if the overall horoscope is supportive. Such benefic combination
may form Gaj Kesari Yoga which may significantly enhance benefic results indicated by Hamsa
Yoga.On the other hand, Hamsa Yoga formed due to presence of exalted Jupiter in the first
house of a horoscope in Cancer along with malefic Rahu or malefic Ketu may not produce
significant good results. This is because such malefic Rahu or Ketu may form Guru Chandal
Yoga in the horoscope, which may dilute as well as corrupt the results of Hamsa Yoga. If the
overall horoscope is also negative, the native may even become a criminal and he may earn bad
name instead of good name.This is because presence of highly negative Rahu or Ketu may add
corruption to this yoga and hence the native may use the abilities given by Jupiter for selfish
motives. It should be noted that Rahu and Ketu have been used just for reference and the same
results may be witnessed due to presence of other strong and malefic planets with Jupiter, in the
same case.Looking at one more probability, presence of benefic Rahu or Ketu in the first house
of a horoscope in Cancer along with Hamsa Yoga forming Jupiter may increase the quantum of
good results achieved by the native. Hence he may achieve good results of high quantum. For
example, such natives may excel in fields like medical science, astrology, hospitality industry,
spiritualism, teaching and many other fields; depending on their overall horoscopes. Similarly,
influences of other benefic and malefic planets on Jupiter should also be checked before
predicting the results indicated by Hamsa Yoga.The next factor to check is the field of impact of
this yoga. To calculate field of impact, the house of placement of this yoga as well as influences
of benefic and malefic planets on this yoga should be checked. For example, formation of



Hamsa Yoga in the first house of a horoscope may produce benefic results related to the overall
personality of the native as well as those related to his profession.If Hamsa Yoga is formed in the
seventh house of a horoscope, primary benefits may reflect through marriage. Formation of
Hamsa Yoga in the fourth house may primarily produce good results related to mother,
education, properties and vehicles. If Hamsa Yoga is formed in the tenth house of a horoscope,
primary benefits may appear in the field of profession.Above all, the overall theme of the
horoscope having Hamsa Yoga should be analyzed carefully as this is what matters the most.
The overall theme of a horoscope is the most important factor in it and it can change everything.
For example, if Hamsa Yoga is formed due to presence of exalted Jupiter in the first house of a
horoscope and the overall theme of the horoscope indicates authority, this yoga may bless the
native with a post of authority in the house of government.Looking deeper, if the education
aspect is stronger in the horoscope and the diplomacy and/or adventure aspect is relatively
weak, the native may achieve such authority through government job; achieving success in
competitive exams. On the other hand, if education aspect is not that strong and aspects like
diplomacy, adventure and public interaction are strong, the native may achieve a post of
authority through politics. Similarly, if spiritual aspect is strong, the native may become a highly
authoritative spiritual guru due to blessings of Hamsa Yoga. Likewise, if creative aspect is high in
the horoscope, the native may become a highly authoritative writer or actor and he may later be
introduced to politics also.Many other such combinations are also possible and that is why the
overall theme of horoscope is what matters the most. There are no doubts that if Hamsa Yoga of
good strength is formed in a horoscope, the native must benefit from it and he must achieve
good results. However, the type of good results achieved by such native, the timing and the
quantum of those good results are indicted by the overall theme of his horoscope.After this, the
impact of running times should also be checked. The term ‘running times’ in this context means
planetary periods, commonly known as Mahadashas. Running times are most important when it
comes to check; when may the native receive maximum benefit from Hamsa Yoga. Any type of
good or bad yoga becomes duly effective, if one of the planets involved in its formation rules the
running time. Therefore, the native may witness the strongest benefits offered by Hamsa Yoga
when he is hit by planetary period of Jupiter at relevant times. The term ‘relevant times’ in this
context means when opportunities have appeared.Taking an example, suppose Hamsa Yoga is
formed in a horoscope and planetary period of Jupiter hits the native around the age of 1 year.
Planetary period of Jupiter lasts for 16 years. It means the native will be under the impact of
Jupiter period during the age of 1 to 17 years. Since this age group doesn’t support major
benefits through most spheres of life; the native may not be able to make the most of Hamsa
Yoga. Therefore, planetary period of Jupiter has hit the native at an irrelevant time, in this case.
The cycle of planetary periods repeats after 120 years. Hence planetary period of Jupiter may
not hit the native again; during his lifetime.Planetary periods are decided on the basis of birth
nakshatra which is the nakshatra of placement of Moon in the birth chart. If a native is born with
Moon in Ashwini nakshatra, planetary period of Ketu is in effect since Ketu rules Ashwini.



Likewise, if a native is born with Moon in Bharani, he’s born under Venus Mahadasha since
Bharani is ruled by Venus.Planetary periods repeat in fixed cyclic pattern and one cycle takes
120 years to complete. Ketu Mahadasha lasts for 7 years, followed by 20 year Venus
Mahadasha, followed by 6 year Sun Mahadasha, 10 year Moon Mahadasha, 7 year Mars
Mahadasha, 18 year Rahu Mahadasha, 16 year Jupiter Mahadasha, 19 year Saturn Mahadasha
and 17 year Mercury Mahadasha. This gives us 120 years. At the end of Mercury Mahadasha;
Ketu Mahadasha begins again.Coming back to the main topic, if planetary period of Jupiter hits
the native during the age of 25 and 41; he may witness maximum benefits indicated by Hamsa
Yoga; during planetary period of Jupiter.Malavya YogaMalavya Yoga is formed by Venus and it is
considered as one of the five most auspicious yogas in Vedic astrology. These yogas are known
as Panch MahaPurusha Yogas where the other four yogas are called Hamsa Yoga, Ruchaka
Yoga, Bhadra Yoga and Shasha Yoga.According to the prevalent definition of Malavya Yoga, if
Venus is placed in the 1st, 4th, 7th or 10th house of a horoscope in Taurus, Libra or Pisces;
Malavya Yoga is formed in that horoscope. Venus is associated with beauty, diplomacy, trade,
luxuries, love life, comforts, creativity, arts and many other good things. Accordingly, formation of
Malavya Yoga in a horoscope may bless the native with beautiful and loving wife, success in
business, luxuries, comforts and fame; among other good results.Natives under strong influence
of Malavya Yoga generally possess charming and magnetic personalities which attract other
people easily. Some natives under strong influence of Malavya Yoga may achieve success
through modelling, movies, television and other such fields where beauty and charm are valued.
Malavya Yoga in the horoscopes of females can make them beautiful and desirable; especially if
this yoga is formed in the first house. Some female natives under strong influence of this yoga
may win national or international beauty pageants.It is evident that all these qualities and
achievements are found rarely and they are not found in a large number of people. Therefore,
formation of Malavya Yoga should also be a rare phenomenon and it should not be something
that occurs in high percentages. This is because horoscopes only reflect our personalities and
our destinies based on those personalities. Hence if a native has special characteristics, such
characteristics are shown in his horoscope also. It means that if the number of special people
like the ones produced by Malavya Yoga is not high, the percentage of horoscopes featuring
strong Malavya Yoga should also not be high.Let’s analyze the prevalent definition of Malavya
Yoga. There are 12 houses and 12 signs in a horoscope. A planet may be placed in a particular
house in 12 different signs. It means a planet may be placed in 144 different combinations of
houses and signs in a horoscope. Looking at formation of Malavya Yoga, Venus may form
Malavya Yoga when placed in the first house in Taurus, Libra or Pisces. Hence the number of
occurrences is 3. The same number of occurrences may be found in case of placements of
Venus in the 4th, 7th and 10th house. It makes a total of 12 occurrences of Malavya Yoga out of
the total 144 placements of Venus in 12 different houses and in 12 different signs.Hence this
yoga should be present in every 12th horoscope on average. Accordingly every 12th native
should be blessed with good results rendered by this yoga. This is not seen in reality; as such



good results are not found this often. It means the prevalent definition of Malavya Yoga lacks
something. Let’s try to find out which other conditions should be met in a horoscope, for this
yoga to be effectively formed in such horoscope.Venus must be a functional benefic in a
horoscope, in order for such horoscope to feature Malavya Yoga. Malefic Venus placed in any of
these four houses in Taurus, Libra or Pisces may not form Malavya Yoga and it may form some
defect in the horoscope. Such defect may trouble the native with various types of problems;
depending on his overall horoscope. Malefic planets can’t bless people with benefic results in
the long run, though they may sometimes give some temporary gains to some natives, if their
overall horoscopes are supportive for such gains.Looking at the refined definition of this yoga, if
benefic Venus is placed in the 1st, 4th, 7th or 10th house of a horoscope in Taurus, Libra or
Pisces; Malavya Yoga is formed in such horoscope. This yoga may bless the native with
success, fame, money, wealth, beauty, luxuries, comforts, vehicles, houses, creativity, authority
and other good results, depending on the overall theme of his horoscope.Once the formation of
Malavya Yoga is confirmed in a horoscope, the next thing to check is its strength. Strength of this
yoga is checked through placements of Venus in various houses, signs, nakshatras and
navamshas; as well as through influences of positive and negative planets on Venus in such
horoscope.Looking at the houses and signs; Malavya Yoga formed due to presence of Venus in
the tenth house of a horoscope in Libra may bless the native with very good results through a
number of professions. Hence the native may become actor, singer, dancer, politician; officer in
government, businessman dealing in fields like hospitality or glamour industry; and many other
types of professional; depending on his overall horoscope.Looking at nakshatras, if Venus forms
Malavya Yoga in the tenth house in Libra in Chitra, the native may achieve success as an actor,
writer, singer, musician, dancer, politician, diplomat, government officer like administrative
officer, revenue officer or other such officer; businessman dealing in marketing industry,
hospitality industry, glamour industry, architecture and designing, software industry, matrimonial
services, dating services, trades of various types and many other types of professional.
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